the concept of man and his freedom in the early Italian Renaissance and the relation of two movements which were decisive factors in the change of the spiritual climate of Europe at the end of the Middle Ages.
Not only because of our indebtedness to many who dedicated themselves to trends in late medieval thought, but also because of the immature stage in which the research in this field is -and will be for some time -we must be in a continual dialogue with scholars both of the past and of the present.
I. NOMINALISM
Compared with the exploration of High-Scholasticism, Reformation and Renaissance, the inquiry into the essence and significance of Nominalism is sketchily charted territory.
The term itself reveals that originally it was meant to circumscribe a philosophical movement which accepted a divergence of the logical and the ontological order of things, in some respects parallel to that of early scholasticism represented by Abelard and Roscellin. The Nominalistic theory of knowledge, especially, has led historians of philosophy to believe that here we are dealing with the heart of this late medieval movement. One of the most learned experts in this field, Paul Vignaux, has concluded that the distinction between the notitia intuitiva and the notitia abstractiva "semble le point de depart de la theorie de la connaissance, peutetre de toute la philosophie de Guillaume d'Ockham." 2 Except for this theory of knowledge which is common to both, there are marked differences between Nominalism and Occamism. In Occamism one finds this epistemology with the doctrine of the non-physical relation, the doctrine of local or temporal exterior mutation, and an actualistic psychology which results in the rejection of the habitus.
As Occamism is the most mature, developed and extreme form of Nominalism, these names are often used interchangeably; but, from the point of view of the history of ideas, it is more correct to distinguish between them.
Two discernible developments have brought the whole question of the characteristics of late medieval Nominalism to the foreCardinal Ehrle in his important book on Peter of Candia was the first to see the danger of a one-sided philosophical treatment of Occam and his school.5
The present confusion about the meaning of the adjective "Nominalistic" can be reduced to the dilemma of whether to define its value in philosophical terms -an idea too well supported by the sources to be abolished -or to define its value in a more theological way. It appears more and more that certain conceptions common to the group traditionally called "Nominalists" can be found as well with Thomists and Scotists and even seem to be characteristic of the whole climate of thought in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
I should like to suggest that Nominalistic theology is not merely an automatic conclusion drawn out of its philosophy; but, on the contrary, Nominalistic philosophy is the reflection and echo of its theology and, in particular, of its concept of God's potentia absoluta. In turn, the preponderance of its logic shows itself again and again in the way this basic concept is applied and handled.
Duns Scotus had already emphasized the weakness of the human power of reason if confronted with the mysteries of faith. Bonaventure, Duns and, later, Occam had only too clearly in mind the errors of the pagan philosophers who had tried to give answers without the illumination by faith.
Duns' solution breaks away from Thomas' subalternation of man's theological thinking to revelation and its categories of knowledge, but at the same time it defends the possibility of a real science with God as object, sub propria ratione deitatis. Scotus' idea of the formal distinction apparently had its origin in the problem of man's knowledge of God. 
Though Occam's thought, from the Prologus of the Sentences and on, is directed against the Scotistic distinctio formalis it is not
Duns' point of departure that he criticizes, but the fact that this point had not been consequently carried through. The omnipotence of God, properly understood, makes deductive theology impossible; the absolute power of God undercuts any rules theologians want to draw up on the basis of God's historical acts. God chose this way of revealing himself; he could have chosen innumerable other ways, equally reasonable, and this conception clearly amounts to a refutation of ontologism. Robert Guelluy puts it very sharply: "Ockham presente lui-meme sa doctrine comme une refutation de l'ontologisme par la theorie aristotelicienne de la connaissance et comme une rectification des vues du Stagirite par le dogme de la liberte divine." " It cannot be our task to concentrate on the means with which Occam and his school worked to prove their point, but we can analyze the motives behind this endeavor. We do not look into the structure of his logic, but into that of his theology, for the real character of Nominalism; and, again, it is within the theological structure that the dialectics of God's potentia absoluta is the ruling principle.
Before attempting to trace the ramifications of this principle we will first outline the different schools within the Nominalistic movement in order to understand more clearly that we are dealing with a whole complex of cross trends and opinions.
II. SCHOOLS
The absence of a common opinion on what marks Nominalism as a separate movement makes it appear bold to try to outline its different "schools," as I shall call its various threads of tradition. Besides, so many fourteenth-and fifteenth-century authors are so slightly known and manuscripts -often anonymous -are so widely scattered that it is premature to attempt to settle this problem once and for all. On the other hand, by arbitrarily choosing Peter Aureolus, William of Occam, or Gabriel Biel as the representative of Nominalism we have long been led astray as regards the implications of its idea of the omnipotence of God. If we try to see these three men in a greater whole, their individual peculiarities might be neutralized and the common framework extricated more clearly.
We do not mean to be exhaustive in any sense; a mere structure -a working hypothesis, meant to be criticized and enlarged by the ongoing findings and analyses of newly-discovered manuscripts -will suffice.
Rather recently a new means of classification has been advocated by Father Damasus Trapp, O.E.S.A. In a rich and extensive article which will prove to be extremely helpful for research concerned with late medieval thought, he expresses his desire "to contribute a few notes on fourteenth-century Augustinian theology." Although this school constitutes, of course, only one section of Nominalism, it is with Gregory of Rimini, for instance, a vital one.
Father Trapp wants to characterize the thirteenth century as the great century of speculation, and the fourteenth as the great century of criticism, a criticism moving along two lines -the historico-critical and logico-critical. To delineate this latter movement he does not go back to the theological background of Nominalism and its positive message, but to the historical event of the clash between Thomists and Scotists and the climate of criticism which resulted from this. It is too early to pass final judgment on these suggestions; but, even though it might be possible to make a real distinction between the historico-and logico-critical attitudes, this will not lead us to a better grasp of the essence of Nominalism. Perhaps he despairs of finding categories that fit the different trends. The questionableness of this classification is revealed by Father Trapp himself when he says: "Some evince a pronounced lack of historical-mindedness; others insist on it. All to a greater or lesser degree show signs and symptoms of the logico-critical attitude."7
It is difficult to find traces of a new historical consciousness. From a survey of the structure of Nominalism as just described, the discernment of the different schools helps us in our search for its essence. Its main line is becoming visible, which enables us to avoid traditional dangers: that of passing judgment on Nominalism on the grounds of extremes, either in epistemological or theological propositions, and that of concentrating one-sidedly on its doctrine of justification. Nominalism is not a doctrinal unity, but a common attitude, on some points at least, of remarkably different strands. One cannot say either that its thought is limited to or exhausted by the doctrine of justification which is only one aspect of the God-man relation. Our announced intention to limit our discussion of Nominalism to the Occam-Biel circle finds its justification partly in the fact that it is in any event the main stream of the tradition, and partly in the fact that it was this school which exerted the most profound influence on the conception of God and man at the end of the Middle Ages.13
III. CHARACTERIZATION
The idea of the potentia absoluta, as contrasted with the potentia ordinata, of God plays, explicitly or implicitly, a vital part in the theology of all the representatives of the Nominalistic movement. What we should like to suggest is that this idea is the common denominator of four such diverse characteristics as: i) the sovereignty of God; 2) the immediacy of God; 3) the moral autonomy and freedom of man; 4) an attitude of scepticism which leans toward secularization.
The importance of the idea of potentia absoluta has certainly been suggested before, but a wrong understanding of its implications has led many scholars to misinterpret the texts. The problem of potentia absoluta and potentia ordinata of God'4 goes back to the very beginning of scholasticism. Hugh of St. Victor (t 1141) stated that God's omnipotence is only limited by the rule that He cannot injure Himself, i.e., by the law of non-contradiction.1"
The terms themselves date from a later time and are used, among, others, by Thomas Aquinas, who summarizes clearly the conclusions reached by the thirteenth century. The potentia absoluta is God's omnipotence considered in isolation. The question "utrum Deus possit facere quae non facit""'6 can be answered by saying that God can do this because of His potentia absoluta. The potentia ordinata can be understood as that which God, by virtue of his moving will, is really going to do or has done. It is right to say that whereas the idea of the potentia absoluta had always been a marginal thought, the interests of the Nominalists seem to focus on it. In the succeeding period this statement is echoed time and again in varying tones, expressing the idea: finiti et infiniti nulla proportio. We cannot reason backwards from God's revelation to His being. This implies criticism of the theological tradition as far as it erred from the knowledge it could have about God from the Holy Scripture and the Sancti. At the same time, it indicated that the established order as a layer between God and man was not the eternal order it was taken for, but, on the contrary, an order as contingent as creation itself.
As we have analyzed it so far, the potentia absoluta-principle seems mainly to have a negative significance, -as it is usually put: the divorce of faith and reason. Many scholars have stopped at this point and, indeed, defined Nominalism as a negative movement. But this is only part of it; one is not allowed to say about the Nominalist as Mandel does: "Gott ist ihm unerkennbar, man kann fiber ihn nichts aussagen, er wird zu einem X, in dem tausend Mi*glichkeiten . . . enthalten sind."is In his quest for certainty the Nominalist makes a clear distinction between the revelation of God Himself and human conclusions, but the revelation in creation and in Christ is not attacked or undermined. The distance between God hidden and God revealed does not make the revelation less trustworthy.
Nor can we agree with Feckes when he suggests that the potentia absoluta can be equated with theory, the potentia ordinata with practice.19 It is true that these two powers deal with different spheres, not those of theory and practice, however, but rather with the sphere of faith and the sphere of experience and reason. The potentia ordinata treats theology as the "science" concerned with God's revelation; the potentia absoluta includes this sphere but has a wider scope. It works with the presupposition that to reach truth we must consider not only what God actually decides to do (vult facere = potentia ordinata), but also what God is able to do (potest facere = potentia absoluta).
This latter point of view has both vertical and horizontal aspects. If dealing with the question of what God is able to do, it creates an eschatological openness which reminds one of Joachimism; and, as Occam stands in the tradition of Franciscan spiritualism, this cannot surprise us. As regards the horizontal aspect, it is clear that when reason moves out of the circle of revelation, it enjoys a degree of independence seldom found in medieval thought. It has been said that the consequence of Nominalism is the doctrine of the double truth.20 Irrespective of the fact that this conception has more merit than is usually thought this can be granted only if it is understood that there is but one truth of which man can be certain, and that is truth as revealed by God.
Metaphysical truth arrived at through deduction, however, can only be tentative. Hence, Occam cum suis often suggests several answers of which some may seem more reasonable than others without really deciding the issue. But, ultimately, reason, reaching outside the sphere of faith, can only lay bare innerworldly structures which by axiom are contingent. We may conclude that the potentia absoluta-principle delineates not only the sphere of faith but, also, that of reason. These spheres are not absolutely separated, but should, on the contrary, be described as concentric circles -with the important qualification, however, that the inner circle is not formed by an uninterrupted logical arc, but by a set of points which from God's point of view constitute a rational It is difficult to accept, therefore, the traditional explanation of the use of the potentia absoluta-principle as a means of escape for the Nominalist. That is to say, afraid of being accused of heresy, he takes refuge behind the shield of potentia absoluta. The idea that this whole movement acted and confessed out of fear is hardly credible in view of the doctrinal freedom before Trent. Besides, Occam and Biel both take pains to indicate in which sphere they are thinking. All too seldom can this be said about those scholars who analyzed their thought! Nor does thinking from the point of view of the potentia absoluta lead to "logische Spielereien." It is a most serious task to test how far the realm of revelation contributes to the understanding of the world, taking pains to force neither Scriptural data nor everyday reality.
Although one may well disagree with Erich Hochstetter's comparison of the potentia absoluta and ordinata with a higher and a lower order, the evidence he produces, to show that the potentia absoluta is not meant to undermine the stability of God's actual revelation, gives us reason to hope that this misunderstanding is removed once and for all.21 Before we can trace the dialectics of the potentia absoluta-principle as the common denominator expressing itself in the diverse aspects of the localization of God and man in Nominalism, we have to answer one more question.
Granted that this principle is not meant to upset the established order, can Joseph Lortz and Erwin Iserloh22 be right in saying that this is the actual result and consequence of Occamistic theology? This is certainly true for the left-wing and its disciples in Paris. In addition -with the syncretistic school evidence can be found that a prolonged disputation is more important than the solving of the problem concerned. Occam's thesis of the irrationality of revelation may not, however, be equated with the undermining of the established order, while Biel clearly conforms to tradition by showing the fittingness of God's decisions. The Augustinian right-wing, however, succeeds in balancing theological tradition with the belief that God's will transcends man's understanding.
The four above-mentioned aspects of Nominalistic theology have been singled out in turn as representing the essence of this movement. Although they may seem to contrast, even to oppose each other, they must receive equal consideration if we are to escape the danger of drawing a mere caricature. We are not able to analyze man's moral autonomy and the freedom of his will in isolation without losing our sense of proportion.
A. THE SOVEREIGNTY OF GOD
The potentia absoluta-principle and the adage "finiti et infiniti nulla proportio," lead us to a brief consideration of the Sovereignty of God. Far more clearly than it has been formulated in studies on Thomas Bradwardine it must be stated that one of the main motives of Occam and his school is the idea of God's sovereignty. It is true that Bradwardine called the adherents of this school modern Pelagians but, as far as this point is concerned, he fought on common ground. The already mentioned contrast between the different aspects should not lead us astray in over-emphasizing one at the expense of another.
We have still to consider, however, to what extent the strong emphasis on God's sovereignty results in stating the arbitrariness of His will. On this point 23 we should be as careful as were Occam and Biel. God is indeed "arbitrary" in his opera ad extra as far as he has transgressed and can transgress moral and natural law. Concluding this first aspect of Nominalism, we can agree with Vignaux, who described the potentia absoluta-principle as a religiotheological motif of the first order: "Celle-ci consistait, en montrant la contingence de tout ordre de la nature et de la grace, a rappeler la d6pendance de toutes choses a l'6gard d'un Principe qui agit avec une libert6, une gratuit6 souveraine. Behind its criticism of the hierarchy of knowledge, however, is the Nominalistic longing to consider God and His relation to the world, not only in terms of the established order, but also in terms of His potentia absoluta. What in another context could be called the eschatological awareness in Nominalism can from the point of view of the God-man relationship be called its quest for immediacy.
In the sphere of the potentia ordinata God works through the hierarchy of the Church, through her sacraments and clergy., To say that in the light of God's potentia absoluta there is a direct way, bypassing the given order, certainly does not dispense with the great distance between God and the individual. It proves that this way is in no sense ontologically compelling. The fact that St. Paul was converted on his journey to Damascus without the media of word and sacrament proves that even the established order points beyond itself to a possible more direct relationship with God.
This directness of God's acting, essentially belonging to the vertical aspect of the sphere of the potentia absoluta, when introduced to the given order, causes a short-circuiting. This is the explanation of Holcot's and Mirecourt's determinism and monism. It is not in the right-wing -a conception of remarkable tenacity -but in the left-wing of Nominalism that the Almighty God governs His creation so immediately that God is even made responsible for the evil deeds of man.
The doctrine of coefficiency as formulated by Thomas Bradwardine indicates that the idea that no act is performed without God's creative and redeeming concursus is compatible with the freedom of the human will. This leads us to the third characteristic of Nominalism: the moral autonomy of man and his freedom.
C. THE AUTONOMY OF MAN
At the outset we must realize that at this point the right-wing finds itself deeply opposed to the main current of Nominalism. Instead of an autonomous anthropology it states a theonomous anthropology which sees in God not the opponent but the creator, preserver, and cause of man's freedom. For Occam and Biel, however, man's freedom stems from man's position in the world.
One can describe the revealed order in two ways. On the one hand, it marks the border of the realm in which God Almighty rules directly. Thus it offers the security of the path of revealed law and order on which the viator journeys toward the eternal Jerusalem. On the other hand, its ontological basis has given way under the criticism of the potentia absoluta-principle. The Word, Sacraments, and clergy of the Church have undergone the metamorphosis from vessels for growing participation in God's being through justification to mere requirements for graduation to eternal bliss. The supernatural world, instead of accompanying and nourishing the viator, has receded and has become a hemisphere, a dome. This dome shuts out the world of God's non-realized possibilities and provides room on the inside for man's own realm, in which he, as the image of God, thinks and acts. This thinking, though never able to reach unshakeable truth outside this domain, can, nevertheless, transcend the dome; this acting, however good, can never go beyond this boundary line. Here this acting ex puris naturalibus has to be promoted by God Himself from moral goodness to meritorious goodness.
We will briefly describe man's autonomy within his domain from the point of view of the doctrine of a) predestination, b) habit, and c) Mariology. a.) The doctrine of predestination seems to threaten this conception of man's autonomy directly. Staying in the FranciscanAugustinian tradition, Nominalism had to face the problems resulting from this, especially as Duns Scotus had so strongly defended the praedestinatio ante praevisa merita.27
Two steps brought Nominalism out of this danger area. First it was shown that God's foreknowledge was, in fact, afterknowledge, by way of the so-called "three-value logic." This means that three things can be said about a proposition regarding the future: such a proposition is i) true, 2) not true, or 3) simultaneously true and not true, which issue is only decided when the future becomes present.
This conception, of course, takes the element of willing reason out of God's foreknowledge as He also has to wait to see what eventually will happen. The second step is that predestination is identified with foreknowledge. Occam proceeds here from the principle "Deus non prius est ultor quam aliquis sit peccator," which is also applied to the relation between glory and justification.28
The combination of the "three-value logic" and the predestination post praevisa merita grants man a radical freedom which is quite clearly a reaction against what the Nominalists felt to be Thomas' -and in a lesser degree -Duns' determinism.
There are innumerable fourteenth-and fifteenth-century treatises dealing with this problem of predestination and future contingents which generally give a fierce defense of the autonomy of man. As we said before, this does not apply to the right-wing, but even with such an Augustinian as Gerson we can find traces of this attitude.29 This voluntaristic anthropology cannot be explained on the grounds of the doctrine of God. On the contrary, the sovereignty of God, as understood by the Nominalist, would lead to an absolute determinism. As Occam says himself, it is the experience of the contingent character of our world which "necessitates" the freedom of man.30 Byway of the potentia absoluta-principle this freedom is brought in accordance with the sovereignty of God. The contingent character of our world can be explained by the innumerable possibilities which God could have chosen to actualize His purposes, in addition to the one which he actually did choose. b.) The Nominalistic protest against the medieval habitus-doctrine is another way in which its appreciation of autonomy is shown. Aureolus bore the brunt of the attack for his defense of the infused habitus of grace as required for the ultimate glorification of the viator.
Usually this attack is interpreted as a defense of the sovereignty of God, and, indeed, we find Occam and Biel saying: God is no one's debtor. There is no direct proportion between God's reward and the status of man; God is in no way obliged to reward man.
We believe that it is the divine acceptation -God's acceptance of man and his works as worthy of heaven -that expresses this concern, and that it in its turn can make the habitus superfluous.
Attention may be called to another motive behind the attack against the habitus of grace -that is, that the supernatural information of the will might endanger its freedom. This is brought out by Occam when he says: "Besides, no deed is meritorious unless it be in our power to perform it.... Ergo, not grace (habitus) is the main reason for the meritoriousness of an act, but the free will which causes this deed. Ergo, God can accept such an act . . . without this grace (habitus)." 3 It is for this reason that the Nominalists again and again discuss the question "what can man perform" ex puris naturalibus, a term which Biel defines as not excluding God's general rule of the world, but only His supernatural, informing grace.32 Here not sin but grace appears to be the rival of freedom, and it is on this point that the Nominalist break with medieval tradition takes place. Sin is not a power per se, depreciating the powers of the will, but only so in relation to God. Grace, always understood as Because of the fact that this divine act of predestination takes place before the creation of the world, ante praevisa merita, Duns cannot envision Mary's willingness in any other way than that it is caused by the grace of God and is only instrumental for her task and eternal reward.
As we saw, the Nominalistic approach to predestination is characterized by its emphasis on God's foreknowledge, on the one hand, and the unpredictability of the future contingents, on the other. It is too easy to say that Occam and Biel made from predestination foreknowledge, and consequently, built their Mariology on Mary's willingness to execute God's will precisely. For Using the potentia absoluta of God as the common denominator, this is related to the two mentioned characteristics: the sovereignty of God and the quest for divine immediacy. Although these two seem to oppose autonomy, it is the potentia absoluta in the form of the dome-motif which creates the possibility for the viator to find his own way, unhampered by the supernatural world. With its voluntarism Nominalism is a continuation of the Franciscan school tradition 38 with a Scotistic turn toward individualism.39 While the miscalculations of the pagan philosophers proved the unreliability of human reason, the will (in the Occam-Biel line) is more independent and free than ever it was in the Franciscan-Augustinian tradition.
Sin is involved not in the nature of man himself, but only in his relationship with God. Within the dome man is free, even free to love God for His own sake. Some weak rays shine through the roof of the dome, but this exemplifies no more than God's general concursus.40 God is so distant that man's actions cannot be judged according to God's absolute standards, but only according to the contingent circumstances in which acts take place.4"
In his own realm man is free to choose between good and evil, and under the dome he is alone.
D. SCEPTICISM -SECULARIZATION
In his loneliness Nominalistic man is anxious to keep close to the reality of the world around him, an anxiety quite naturally accompanied by a secularization of his interests. Man is still the One can say that Ficino's man is the microcosmos and is placed in the hierarchy of Being where he experiences the tension between ascent and descent. But Ficino's man is, at the same time, the man Ficino; in other words, his metaphysics are to be understood "from the phenomenon of internal experience or internal consciousness."46
The experienced tension is that between the nostalgia of the soul for the celestial Fatherland and the impulses and needs of the body. This tension has not merely psychological, but also ontological significance: man is the middle term between God to Whom he should ascend and the created world over which he is appointed to rule as a god. It has been remarked that in Renaissance thought God received human epithets and man divine epithets; and, indeed, man is again and again described as "little less than the angels."
One aspect of this -and here epistemology becomes important -is that man by way of contemplation of the Intelligibles or Ideas can rise to the knowledge of God Himself. While it is true that all beings have a natural appetite for their own good, only man can transcend the corporeal world and can therefore have more than an appetite for finite good. In this context it appears that, in contrast to the irrational appetite which necessarily follows sensation, the will as rational appetite follows the Intellect and is thus utterly dependent on it.
As the rational appetite, will is identified with the cognitive process, involved in drawing a particular judgment from a universal proposition which results in a choice. Therefore, it is important for the understanding of Ficino to read the single words "reason" or '"will" as the compound "reason-will." Finally, it should be added that in the final rise of the soul from the Ideas to God it is the will without reason which takes the initiative independent of the Intellect. The will, drawn by the intellect to the heights of the Ideas, is raised the rest of the way by God. Although the superiority of will and love over the intellect seems to be Ficino's more mature theory, the will before this rapture operates within the cognitive dimension.
From the fact that man in this life never can reach his proper end in temporal existence, Ficino contends that the soul must be possessed of immortality by nature; but, granting that the greater share of human souls enter into this eternal bliss, he is careful to point out that this is not true in every case. For us it is important to note that it is not the will of man which is the source of his damnation. The will always desires the highest good in desiring its own good and is, therefore, not ontologically deficient. The fact that sin is not a result of corrupted will, but rather of misguided will, indicates again that in Ficino's emphasis on the dignity of man the concept of free will is integrated in the cognitive sphere. We can say that salvation is not much more than a question of proper education. Divine contemplation, it is true, is a product of an act of grace while the soul is yet in the body; but, even here, it is man through his own initiative who goes more than half way. Man depends primarily on himself for his salvation; in this venture he is not dependent on the Church with its sacraments, nor even on God Himself. Man goes his way, somewhat melancholy and alone; but he can do so with little fear of failure because his ultimate arrival in the celestial sphere is the natural fulfillment of his natural desire.
In Pico, Ficino's most famous disciple, one encounters philosophical ideas which in their general outline bear strong resemblance to those of Ficino. Although Ficino's three layers: God, Man, Nature, are less sharply distinguished, Pico's man is still the center of the world. In the first part of the Oration on the Dignity of Man47 man is considered a being created subsequent to and apart from the rest of the creation for the purpose of ruling and appreciating the world which God created. Once separated from the order of being, man's nature loses the ontological limitations it possessed for Ficino: "Neither a fixed abode," Pico's God tells man, "nor a form that is thine alone nor any function peculiar to thyself have we given thee, Adam, to the end that according to thy longing and according to thy A joy of sheer activity that we are tempted to call Calvinistic replaces the mystical desire to flee the world: "We prefer constantly to seek through knowledge, never finding what we seek, rather than to possess through love that which without love would be in vain."49 This change of emphasis goes together with another difference. Ficino's definition of man circles around his capacity to reason; for Pico the human ego is not centered in reason, but rather in will. As far as reason goes, Pico could say "finiti et infiniti nulla proportio." The intellect at its peak of development can know God's infinite attributes; but to know these is not to know God; "... all that we say and perceive thus is a mere trifle, considering the infinite distance which separates Divinity from the capacity of our minds."50 Alone in the creative power of our will we have a faculty which, like God's, is infinite, absolutely free, and perfect, and it is through this common faculty that we should ultimately come to his presence. The union is effected through our capacity to love, which for Pico is a central operation of the will. Again, the extent to which the individual achieves perfection in his actions depends not on the will which always desires the good, but upon the extent of the knowable. The intellect and reason can lead the will to the threshold of heaven. From there, not the will, but God Himself replaces the cognitive power as the guide of the will; and, as an act of grace, He reveals Himself as the ultimate good sought by the infinite desire of the will.
We can in part repeat what we said about Ficino -that salvation is not much more than a question of proper education. Although love has replaced contemplation and the ontological layers are barely visible, free will is integrated in the cognitive sphere. The nearest Pico comes to the concept of original sin is when he confesses that in this world we never find what we seek. God's grace does not change the will, but removes its cognitive limitations. Except for the final act of God's grace the question of man's temporary possession of God within this life and of the eternal vision of God after death is a matter of man's own efforts. As with Ficino salvation is not acquired through the Church and her Sacraments but depends on man's own initiative. Without a trace of melancholy man goes alone through a world he enjoys, certain that the same will happen in the world to come. It has often been suggested that the development of individualism at the end of the Middle Ages was caused by the slackening of the ties with the Church and by a desanctifying (Entsakralisierung) of its functions." There are two considerations, however, which should warn us to be cautious. First, there is sufficient evidence to believe that there was a more common interest in the sacred sphere at the end of the Middle Ages than at its height. Secondly, this movement of increasing individualism did not break out in numbers, as did the Reformation, but was for a long time limited to small learned circles at universities and later at courts of princes.
Attention should be called to the common reaction of Nominalism and Italian Renaissance against Averroism, which by necessity was an interest of the happy few. The condemnations of 1270 and 1277 are a recurring motif in the writings of the Nominalists while for Ficino, Pico and Pomponazzi, the Padua-school was a physical reality. This Averroism which taught a subtle determinism and denied personal immortality was in its determinism offensive to the Nominalist; in its denial of the immortality of the soul offensive to the Italian humanist; for its attack on the dignity of man offensive to both.
A second point at issue is the analogy of the dome-motif and the three-layer motif. Although these seem different at first sight, in both structures man has his own realm in which he is the Deus in terris. 52 While it may be that the immanence of God is exemplified in the hierarchy of being, if we go from Ficino to Pico and then to Pomponazzi, this immanence becomes first less essential, and Here we touch on a third point of basic agreement on the dignity of man. The traditional definition of the God-man relationship in terms of sin and grace is thoroughly revised. In both movements the concept of grace is not lost but moved to the margin. As its natural antipode sin no longer marks the need of God's saving presence but has become naturalized as the tragic consequence of man's aloneness in this world. In Nominalism it is the unpleasant, but surmountable, consequence of a decree of God which has no metaphysical ramifications. In the Italian Renaissance it is the tragedy of our restless existence, bound as we are to the limits of our body, and the lack of insight on the part of reason and Intellect which thus misguides the will.
This thesis should, however, be qualified by two restrictions. The adage "finiti et infiniti nulla proportio" is brought to bear by the Nominalist on the systems of both Plato and Aristotle, meaning that he did away with exactly that form of epistemology which proved to be so central for the representatives of the Italian Renaissance. Ultimately this marks the difference between a rational and an irrational philosophical frame of reference. In Nominalism the double road of contemplation and love-in the sense of eros -is narrowed down to the single road of eros, love ex puris naturalibus.
A second, and related, restriction should be observed in the differing points of departure. For Nominalism it is the omnipotence of God and the dialectics of his potentia absoluta which proved to be the common denominator of its four major aspects. These aspects themselves -sovereignty of God, quest for divine immediacy, autonomy and freedom of man, and finally scepticism -we can find also in the early Italian Renaissance.
As we have seen, the potentia absoluta-principle, as the hallmark of Nominalism, indicates that the dome within which man reigns is a sign of God's omnipotence. While the three-layer anthropology of Italian humanism is the expression of the essence of man himself, the Nominalistic dome marks the contingent way in which God expressed His will. Man's dignity is not the result of his participation in being, but of God's decision to grant him this realm of freedom.
Qualified by these two restrictions, Nominalism and the early Italian Renaissance share a persistent, systematic, and conclusive emphasis on the autonomy and freedom of man.
